ABSTRACT Localization has always been an essential application of underwater acoustic sensor networks (UASNs), which plays an important role in routing strategies design, node recycling, and so on. The complex ocean condition, prior infrastructure deployment, and time synchronization among beacons challenge the application of the UASN's localization. To solve these problems, we propose a novel underwater acoustic sensor networks localization algorithm based on the virtual node assistance. The algorithm is classified into two parts based on the current marine environment, including Virtual node Assisted Static (VAS) localization algorithm and Virtual node Assisted Dynamic (VAD) localization algorithm. An auxiliary node, which does not directly participate in the localization, is deployed for virtual node setup, error measurement, and RSSI ranging. The GPS-equipped ship utilizes virtual node and geometry to realize the UASN's localization without complicated deployment procedures and time synchronization. The simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can achieve the properties, including high localization coverage and small localization error as well as low communication overhead in the UASNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks (UASNs) have attracted many attentions due to their important applications in multiple fields such as environmental monitoring, offshore exploration, disaster prevention, and military surveillance [1] - [3] . In UASNs, node localization is one of the hot research areas, because it plays an important supporting role in many processes such as node recovery, topology control, routing decision [4] , [5] , application monitoring [6] , [7] etc.
Based on the types of beacon nodes, existing node localization algorithms can be categorized into two types: static beacon localization algorithm (Fixed beacon node localization algorithm) and mobile beacon localization algorithm. Static
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beacon localization algorithm uses specific data processing methods to deal with the interpretation of communication signals and requires at least three relatively fixed beacon nodes. Advance deployment has to be made to ensure the maximized coverage. During the working process, inevitable nodes drifting may often lead to unstable localization performance. For the mobile beacon localization algorithm, mobile beacon nodes carried by ships or AUVs are used to realize the localization [8] . With the advantages of more flexible mobility and extensive area coverage as well as durable energy supplement, mobile beacon localization algorithms are adopted widely in the aspects of underwater nodes (important experimental instruments, etc.) recovery, marine instrument detection, etc.
The Mobile beacon localization process is affected by various external factors, such as RSSI value, time synchronization and regional situation. Firstly, the RSSI value tends to be a relatively important part in the process of node localization communication. The measurement error of RSSI and the unstable relationship between RSSI and distance will lead to the increase of node localization error. Secondly, time synchronization is an indispensable part of node communication.
Complex node time synchronization of large-scale UASNs will cause too much communication overhead. Poor time synchronization will cause not only errors in communication content but also in localization. Thirdly, current node location algorithms are often incompatible with the complex and changeable marine environment and cannot accurately locate the node location. Therefore, a great deal of research is still needed to be conducted in this field.
In order to solve the problems mentioned above, we propose a virtual node assisted localization algorithm for underwater acoustic sensor networks. The algorithm is separated into two parts based on the current ocean environment, including Virtual node Assisted Static localization algorithm (VAS) and Virtual node Assisted Dynamic localization algorithm(VAD). In the process of UASNs localization, the mobile ship needs to deploy an auxiliary node, which is not directly involved in positioning and provides auxiliary conditions for virtual node setup, error measurement, and RSSI ranging. The processes of VAS and VAD are as follows: Firstly, the ship and the unlocated node need twice round-trip communication at different locations to calculate the distance through the time of arrival (TOA). Secondly, the auxiliary node and the ship need a round-trip communication to adjust the TOA error by comparing the actual distance with the TOA distance. Finally, we utilize the virtual node located on concentric circle of the auxiliary node to transform the distance between the ship and the unlocated node into the distance between the virtual node and unlocated node to realize VAS. Based on VAS, we utilize the communication between the auxiliary node and unlocated node to realize VAD under the influence of the ocean current. We compare our algorithms with other localization algorithms under static and dynamic ocean current conditions. The result shows that our proposed algorithm can achieve the functions of high localization coverage and small localization error as well as low communication overhead. We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows.
1) We utilize ship as a mobile beacon node to break the limitation of static beacon localization range, which also avoids the complex process of time synchronization and mobile beacon path planning. 2) VA only needs one mobile beacon and a relatively random deployed auxiliary node. It is not directly involved in localization, which simplifies the positioning process, reduces the communication overhead, and solves the beacon deployment problem. 3) In order to reduce the influence localization error caused by acoustic communication, VA measures the error of communication by comparing the actual distance with the TOA distance between the ship and auxiliary nodes.
4) We simulate our algorithm under different ocean current environments. The result shows that VA can realize small error localization under different ocean environments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a few related works about UASNs localization are introduced. Section 3 elaborates the core of VA. Section 4 verifies the utility and error of VA through simulation. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper and gives a further discussion of future research work.
II. RELATED WORK
The localization of land-based node is relatively mature, while underwater node localization still depends on the deployment of beacons. There are many differences between land-based localization and underwater sensor localization. The latter will be affected by many restrictive factors, which is difficult to be achieved. Recently, the localization technology of terrestrial networks could be generally divided into two groups: range-based and range-free [9] , [10] . Range-based techniques such as Time of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) [11] , Angle of Arrival (AoA) [12] , and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) [13] are mainly based on the accurate distance estimation between two adjacent nodes to calculate node positions. Common range-free techniques include Centroid [14] , Distance Vector-Hop (DV-Hop) [15] , and Approximate Point-in-Triangulation Test (APIT) [16] . Due to the differences between marine and terrestrial environment, these methods could not be used in underwater localization.
There are many limitations for node localization technology existed in the field of underwater including the uncertainty of beacon node position and the large communication delay as well as the high energy consumption [17] , [18] . These factors affect the accuracy of underwater node localization. The current localization algorithm of ocean networks could also be generally divided into range-based and range-free groups.
High-precision time synchronization is required for most of the range-based algorithms. For example, Huang and Zheng [19] proposed a node location method under sparse hydrophobicity. In this method, only a small number of anchor nodes are available. The method estimates the Euclidean distance from the anchor node to the multi-hop sensor node using the angle of arrival (AoA) measurement in the local coordinate system of the routing node. Nuo et al. [20] proposed a new location algorithm SDMA which resolves the problem of difficult deployment of underwater sensor network nodes and reduces the cost of nodes deployment though deploying the mobile anchor nodes on the ocean surface. Zhang et al. [21] proposed a localization method for UWSNs by combining a Mobility Prediction with a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (MP-PSO). The range-based PSO algorithm can locate the beacon nodes and calculate their velocities. Based on the estimation of the spatial correlation of underwater objects, the unknown nodes position can be predicted. In addition, projection-based underwater localization (PUL) [22] projects 3D into 2D, then uses the method of trilateral positioning for node localization. Moreover, PUL uses TOA method to calculate node communication distance. Cheng et al. [23] proposed a novel localization scheme which does not need time-synchronization. This Localization in Large Scale (LSLS) scheme adopts TDOA approach measured the distance of different sensors. LSLS algorithm can be applied to localize a large scale underwater network. A Three-Dimensional Localization Scheme for Mobile Underwater Sensor Networks (MobiL) [24] is a distributed, efficient underwater positioning solution. The three anchor nodes of the water surface in the MobiL algorithm are time synchronized. The underwater sensor node passively receives the beacon from the anchor point. The neighbors of these anchors are located and iteratively positioned between the remaining nodes. A Three-Dimensional Localization Algorithm for Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks(3DUL) [25] is a distributed, iterative, dynamic solution which solves the problem of network positioning of underwater acoustic sensors by using only three anchor nodes on the surface. The algorithm starts from the anchor node and iterates in all directions in the three-dimensional topology.
The range-free localization algorithms only provide a fuzzy estimation of node positions. Instead of directly mapping RSSI values into physical distances, Perpendicular Intersection (PI) [26] utilizes the geometric relationship of a perpendicular intersection to compute node positions. Area Localization Scheme (ALS) [27] is a range-free positioning algorithm for underwater sensor networks, which provides a coarse estimation of sensor location within a certain area rather than the exact position and is centralized. Hu and Evans [28] introduced the sequential Monte Carlo Localization Method (MCL), which improves the accuracy and precision of node positioning through node mobility. Some papers use drones to do underwater localization, for example, MQCCS is a cyber-physical system of unmanned quadcopters to locate air pollution sources in a timely manner [29] .
These algorithms consider the functions of underwater acoustic communication and beacon node deployment, while the virtual node characteristics are not taken into account. The lack of consideration in the ocean environment and a large number of auxiliary nodes degrade the performance of positioning. Thus they cannot achieve exact localization in different applications of UASNs.
In view of the complexity of the underwater environment and the characteristics of UASNs, the underwater acoustic sensor networks localization algorithm based on virtual node assistance which includes Virtual node Assisted Static localization algorithm (VAS) and Virtual node Assisted Dynamic localization algorithm (VAD) is proposed by us. The algorithm takes the accurately localized ship as beacon nodes to assist localization, so as to achieve node localization in different ocean environments and reduces the cost of beacon nodes deployment. Compared with the previous localization algorithms, it solves the problem of localization in UASNs better.
III. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In order to locate underwater nodes in complex ocean areas quickly, a novel underwater acoustic sensor networks localization algorithm based on virtual node assistance through the characteristics of the underwater environment is proposed.
A. NETWORK MODEL Fig. 1 shows the network model of the algorithm proposed in this paper, which is designed for the marine environment. There are three kinds of nodes as follows: the mobile beacon node, the auxiliary node, and the unlocated nodes. In this paper, the ship on the sea is regarded as a mobile beacon node, which can get its precise position by using its own GPS and has enough energy. The auxiliary node knows its own location but does not directly participate in the positioning of unlocated nodes. The auxiliary node is set up by the ship with three functions: 1) Communicating with the ship, calculating the error of the current underwater communication, thereby reducing the positioning error caused by the communication between the ship and unlocated nodes; 2) Helping to set up virtual nodes to assist in positioning; 3) In the process of dynamic node localization, it serves as a guiding reference for sensing the direction and speed of water flow. Unlocated nodes are the ones to be recycled, which communicates directly with the ship.
B. VIRTUAL NODE ASSISTED STATIC LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM
The Virtual node Assisted Static localization algorithm (VAS) is proposed by us to solve the problem of unlocated node location in static underwater environment, which has six processes. First, it determines the communication process of the underwater node, followed by preparing for the problem of solving the time synchronization; Second, it maps 3D node localization to 2D, which can let the process of unlocated node localization be displayed much better; Third, it calculates the errors of communication distance and actual distance between auxiliary nodes and ships by using node mapping relationship; Fourth, it sets the concentric circle by using the distance between the auxiliary node and the underwater positioning node and the ship as the center, and the virtual node is set by using a unified angle; Fifth, it converts the distance between the unlocated node and ship into the distance between the virtual nodes by the triangulation formula and calculates the node coordinates by the distance formula; Sixth, the final node coordinates are calculated by using the signal strength of the unlocated node to reach the auxiliary node. The specific process is shown in Fig. 2. 
1) COMMUNICATION PROCESS DESCRIPTION
In the static underwater environment, the underwater node position will not change due to the influence of ocean currents which helps to make the node positioning process easier. As shown in Fig. 3 , the ship sends positioning request information to the unlocated node at positions A and B respectively, and the unlocated node does not move at point N in the process of node communication. However, at the same time, the signal intensity of transmitting location information gradually weakens with the increase of communication distance, which increases positioning errors of underwater nodes. Frequent node communications can cause an accumulation of positioning errors. In order to reduce the influence of external factors on the positioning error as much as possible, this paper proposes the Virtual node Assisted Static localization algorithm, which reduces the communication times of the nodes to be located and uses the ship to deploy an underwater node to assist positioning, whose coordinates can be obtained easily (underwater nodes have their own pressure and multi-mode directional piezoelectric underwater sensor, which can obtain the depth and elevation angle [19] ).
2) NODE PROJECTION
Since the traditional three-dimensional underwater localization technologies require four non-coplanar anchor nodes or reference nodes distributing within the communication range of the unlocated node, the sensor depth information, and position projection technology are used to project the position of nodes from one plane to another [18] , [30] . At the same time, we transform the 3D map into a 2D map containing only the X and Y axes in order to facilitate the representation of the ship and underwater nodes as shown in Fig. 4. 
3) DISTANCE ERROR CALCULATION BETWEEN ACTUAL AND COMMUNICATION DISTANCE
As indicated by Fig. 5(a) , the ship can use the existing method TOA (Time of Arrival) to measure the distance d B1 N between itself and the unlocated node at point N. Meanwhile, d BIN , the projection distance of d B1 N in the two-dimensional plane can be obtained by using the elevation angle measured by the device itself according to the formula(1).
where
Since the underwater node can obtain the depth of its own location, the calculation of the node coordinates and the distance between the nodes are performed in the two-dimensional map below to facilitate the description of the algorithm. Distance between nodes can be obtained from Euclidean formula:
In which, m = B1, B2, B3 · · · , n = S, S1, S2, S3, N · · · . As reflected in Fig. 5(b) , according to formula (2), the distance d B1 S between the ship and the underwater auxiliary node at point S can be calculated. In order to measure the projection communication distance between the ship and the underwater auxiliary node, the ship communicates with the underwater auxiliary node at point S, then the underwater auxiliary node at point S immediately sends its information back to the ship. According to the distance formula, we can get d B2 S = c × T B2 S , d B2 S is the distance between the ship and the underwater auxiliary node by acoustic communication, c is the underwater sound velocity and T B2 S is the total transmission time. Meanwhile, the coordinates of the ship at point B1 and the underwater auxiliary node at point S are known. The error ratio of underwater sound transmission distance d B1 S to actual distance is:
According to Error d , we can eliminate the distance error caused by acoustic communication in the underwater environment of the same area, to obtain the actual distance between the underwater unlocated node and other equipment.
4) VIRTUAL NODE SETTING PROCESS
As shown in Fig. 6(a) , we take the position B1 as the center and the distance d B1 S as the radius to make a quarter circle.
The formula for the circle is as follows:
where, (x i , y i ) is the coordinate of any point on the circle.
Next, as indicated in Fig. 6(b) , we set a virtual node position on the circle at point S1, the coordinate is (x S1 , y S1 ). The angle between the virtual node and the underwater auxiliary node is ϕ.
5) VIRTUAL NODE LOCATION CALCULATION
As shown in Fig. 7 , we set the second virtual node at position S2, and the coordinate is (x S2 , y S2 ). The angle between the two virtual nodes is α, and the angle between the underwater unlocated node and the auxiliary node is β.
According to formula (1), (2), and (3), we can clearly obtain the actual distance between some two points, including
We can get the distance d S2 S by the following triangle function formula:
where β needs to be discussed in different situations, we set the angle NB1 B2 to 1, the angle SB1 B2 to 2, as follows: 
1) If
The values of angle ϕ can be easily obtained by formula (5), then the angle α = |ϕ ± β|.(± is determined by the position of the unlocated node) Similarly, we can calculate the distance d S1 S2 and d SS2 by the formula (6), respectively.
Meanwhile, according to the properties of concentric circles, the coordinate relations of points S2 and N are as follows:
where ω =
. Now, after integrating formulas (2), (3), (6), we can get the coordinates (x S2 , y S2 ) of the virtual underwater unlocated node at point N. The integrated equation is as follows:
We can get the coordinates of Virtual point S2 as x S2 1 , y S2 1 and x S2 2 , y S2 2 . According to formula (7), we can get the coordinates of point N (x N 1 , y N 1 ), (x N 2 , y N 2 ).
6) UNLOCATED NODE POSITION DETERMINATION
The signal of the unlcoated node is received by the auxiliary node and then the signal information is sent to the ship for calculation. The calculation process is mainly applied to find the relationship between signal energy A, distance l, and frequency f [31] .
where the unit of frequency f is kHz, l is the distance between nodes, k is the energy expansion coefficient. α(f ) is the signal attenuation coefficient, as follows [32] :
We combine the formula (9) and (10) to get the distance between the unlocated node and the auxiliary node, then the coordinate (x N , y N ) of point N is gotten.
In general, underwater nodes are not affected by external conditions such as ocean currents in a static marine environment. The node movement does not affect the performance of the algorithm. However, the underwater nodes move with the water flow under a dynamic marine environment. With the change of time, not only the position of the underwater auxiliary node will change, but also the position of the underwater unlocated node will change with the current which affects the positioning performance of the algorithm. To solve this problem, the Virtual node Assisted Dynamic localization algorithm is proposed by us. 
C. VIRTUAL NODE ASSISTED DYNAMIC LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM
In a dynamic underwater environment, underwater nodes are often moved by ocean currents. However, the direction of the underwater ocean current remains unchanged in a certain range of areas makes the floating direction and distance of underwater nodes the same in unit time, namely the underwater auxiliary node and the underwater unlocated node moving at the same direction and distance in unit time. It highlights the importance of calculating the position of the underwater auxiliary node in real time. To this end, the Virtual node Assisted Dynamic localization algorithm is proposed by us. The processes of VAD localization are as follows: First, the auxiliary node moves with the current, and uses the distance between the auxiliary node and the ship to calculate the real-time position of the auxiliary node; Second, we calculate the initial coordinates of unlocated node by using the VAS algorithm; Third, when using the VAS algorithm to find the coordinates of the unlocated node, the distance between the unlocated node and the ship for the second communication is required. This path becomes a critical path, which needs to be calculated; Fourth, the coordinates of the unlocated node can be calculated by the VAS algorithm. After the initial coordinates of unlocated node are obtained, the realtime coordinates of unlocated node and auxiliary node can be calculated by using the real-time correspondence relationship between unlocated node and auxiliary node. The processes are shown in Fig. 8 . 
1) UNDERWATER AUXILIARY NODE REAL-TIME LOCATION CALCULATION
As shown in Fig. 9 , we assume that the underwater auxiliary node at point S and the underwater unlocated node at point N move the same distance in one direction. The time of underwater auxiliary node moving from point S to S2 is T SS2 . In the two-dimensional map, the velocity of the underwater ocean current is V , the distance is d SS2 = V × T SS2 by combining formula (1) .
The underwater auxiliary node moves to point S2 to send position information to the ship, and at the same time the ship moves to point B3 and receives the information. The time when it takes to send information to the ship is T S2 B3 (the ship and underwater auxiliary node are time synchronized). In the process of sending information, the underwater auxiliary node moves to point S3, and the distance between point S2 and point S3 is d S2 S3 = V × T S2 B3 by combining formula (1) . In addition, the ship obtains its own coordinates at position B3, the distance d B3 S between the ship at point B3 and the underwater auxiliary node at point S can be obtained according to Euclidean formula
In order to calculate the coordinates of the underwater auxiliary node at point S2 and S3 more conveniently, the communication process of the underwater auxiliary node at point S2 and the movement process of the underwater auxiliary node from point S to S3 are separately displayed in Fig. 9 . The details are shown in Fig. 10 .
As can be seen from Fig. 10(a) , we can obtain the angle value σ and ζ , σ = arccos
. In Fig. 10(b) , we can calculate the coordinate equation of underwater auxiliary node by combining formula (4):
where the angle θ = ζ − σ and '+' or '−' numbers in the formula depend on ζ and σ . We can get the distance relationship between the two points:
, the dis-
In this way, the coordinates (x S3 , y S3 ) of underwater auxiliary node at point S3 can be obtained as well as the coordinates of any position where the underwater auxiliary node communicates with the ship in the same direction.
2) UNDERWATER UNLOCATED NODES LOCATION CALCULATION IN MOVING STATE
Despite dynamic underwater node positioning needs to consider the influence of current marine movement, it is still suitable to use static underwater node positioning methods to find the initial coordinates of the underwater unlocated node. As shown in Fig. 11 , the underwater unlocated node at point N broadcasts location request information, the ship at point B1and underwater auxiliary node at point S receives the information and immediately sends its information respectively. Next, after a few seconds, the unlocated node sent a second broadcast on N2, and the ship received and replied to the message at point B2.
According to VAS and equation (7) combining with Fig. 11 , we can obtain the coordinate (x N , y N ) of underwater unlocated node at point N. However, a problem existed here is that the distance of d B2 N is unknown, and the original coordinates of N points cannot be obtained normally through VAS, so d B2 N must be found.
As shown in Fig. 12(a) , We use the proportional relationship between d B1 N and d B1 S to make a similar triangle B1 NN 2 and triangle B1 SS . Due to the underwater unlocated node and the underwater auxiliary node are in the same marine field, the moving direction and distance are the same. According to the content of Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 12(b) , we can obtain d NN SS3 . The equation about the relationship between underwater unlocated node and the underwater auxiliary node is:
The coordinates (x N 2 , y N 2 ), (x N 3 , y N 3 ) of underwater unlocated node N in dynamic marine environment can be obtained by formula (11) . By analogy, the coordinates of any position of the underwater unlocated node can be obtained by the ratio of the underwater auxiliary node.
IV. SIMULATION
In this section, we analyze the performance of VA through simulation. In the simulation process, ships are used as beacon nodes. The simulation experiment is divided into two parts. The first part is the simulation experiments of VAS. This experiment simulates the localization process of the static unlocated node in the underwater environment. The second part is the simulation experiment of VAD. The dynamic unlocated node computes its position with the mobile beacon node in the marine environment. The performance of VA is compared with PUL, LSLS, MobiLm, and 3DUL, respectively. VAD algorithm considers the nodes movement situation affected by water flowing. In the process of nodes localization, they can be used in either static or dynamic marine environment. Simulation results prove the superiority of VA algorithm.
A. PARAMETER SETTING
We choose MATLAB R2018a as the simulation platform. The parameter setting of the simulation experiment is divided into two parts. The first part is the VAS parameter setting and there are 1000 unlocated nodes randomly deployed in the area of 100m * 100m * 100m. The second part is the VAD parameter setting and there are 1000 unlocated nodes randomly deployed in the same area. It is assumed that the ship speed is 3m/s∼15m/s and the moving speed of the unlocated node is 1m/s∼5m/s. The time slot of message sending is 3s. During the whole simulation, we set the seawater temperature and salinity as 15 • C and 35% respectively. In order to simplify the computation process, the variation of temperature and salinity are neglected by us. The unlocated node's Z-axis coordinates can be obtained directly through its pressure sensor. In addition, we assume that the ship moves in a straight line. In order to show the parameter settings more clearly, we list the VAS and VAD parameters separately in Table 1 and Table 2 . 
B. SIMULATION RESULTS

1) VAS SIMULATION
In the VAS simulation experiment, 1000 unlocated nodes in the same area are deployed randomly. We compare the original position with the estimated position of the randomly selected unlocated nodes.
In order to facilitate the display effect, first we randomly selected 10 nodes for display. As shown in Fig. 13 , the red circle is node's original position, ''*'' is node's position of VAS, ''+'' and ''×'''' are node's position calculated by PUL and LSLS algorithm respectively. As can be seen from the figure, the estimated node position of VAS is closer to the original position. Fig. 14 shows localization errors of VAS, PUL, and LSLS algorithm. Table 3 lists the details of the three localization errors more intuitively. The average error and maximum error of VAS are less than PUL and LSLS algorithm. Compared with errors of these three algorithms, the average error reduced multiples of VAS are 48% of PUL and 59% of LSLS respectively. The reason is that the localization principle of VAS is different from PUL and LSLS algorithm. In VAS, the communication distance error between the auxiliary nodes and the ship is reduced by using the relationship between the communication distance and the actual distance, and the calculation error is reduced by using the conversion between the distance between the virtual nodes set by concentric circles and the real distance. In PUL, beacon nodes, auxiliary nodes, and unlocated nodes are translated and rotated. The required position is relatively fixed, and the rotation angle of nodes is determined by the position of auxiliary nodes. The variation of the distance between beacon nodes and unlocated nodes leads to different localization communication time and increases the error of LSLS's time calculation part. These factors greatly increase the error of these two algorithms. In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 14 and Table 3 that the standard deviation of VAS is much smaller than that of PUL and LSLS algorithm. In the following, we analyze the error of these three algorithms in large-scale. The form of box diagram in which every 100 nodes to be positioned are a group is used to display so as to show the static positioning errors of VAS, PUL and LSLS better enough, that is shown in Fig. 15 . It can be seen from the Fig. 15 that the average and maximum errors of VAS are smaller than those of PUL and LSLS, which proves that VAS algorithm has higher positioning accuracy and better performance than the other two algorithms. Fig. 16 shows the static node localization error CDFs (Cumulative Distribution Function) of VAS, PUL, and LSLS. The localization error of VAS is less than PUL and LSLS. When CDF is 0.6, the localization error of VAS, PUL, and LSLS algorithm are 1.67m, 2.99m, and 3.92m respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 16 , VAS has smaller localization error and better stability under the static marine environment.
2) VAD SIMULATION
The beacon node's speed is an important influencing factor for node localization precision. To study the effects of beacon node's speed under different water flow speeds(the moving speed of the node is equal to water flow), the ship speed range is set between 3m/s and 15m/s and the node speed range is set between 1m/s and 5m/s in the simulation of VAD. In Fig. 17 , localization error of VAD, MobiL, and 3DUL algorithm gradually decreased with the increase of beacon node's speed. In the process of node positioning, the distance interval of ship positioning communication increases, and the accuracy of the multilateral localization principle is improved, which decreases the localization error and makes the overall trend from high to low. The VAD key positioning part still uses the VAS positioning technology. Although the underwater positioning node is moving, we first find the initial position of the node to be positioned, which minimizes the error caused by the node movement, and the auxiliary node and the to-be-positioned Real-time correspondence of nodes reduces computational errors. MobiL needs to use the trilateral calculation rule to locate the underwater nodes. Due to the large error in the process of communication between the unlocated nodes and mobile beacon nodes, localization error changes slowly. In the process of positioning the underwater nodes in the 3DUL algorithm, the communication delay between the nodes is large, which causes the distance error between nodes to increase and the localization error change to be intense in this simulation. As can be seen from Fig. 17 the localization accuracy of VAD is higher than MobiL and 3DUL in the case of a dynamic environment.
In the dynamic underwater environment, the unlocated nodes move with the water flow, which has a huge impact on the positioning accuracy. In order to study the effect of water flow speed on unlocated node localization error under different ship speeds. We set the speed range of water flow between 1m/s and 5m/s, the moving speed of the node is equal to water flow speed. Meanwhile, we still set the speed of the ship from 3m/s to 5m/s. As can be seen from Fig. 18 , the localization error of VAD, MobiL and 3DUL increases with node speed, but the VAD node localization error is much smaller than the other two algorithms. The cause of the error between VAD, MobiL, and 3DUL is the same as that of Fig. 17 . While VAD can greatly reduce the impact of communication errors, the distance error between nodes in MobiL algorithm is large and an increase in node mobility results in higher error in location estimation in 3DUL.
As can be seen from the simulation results, the localization accuracy of VA is better than the existing localization algorithms. Besides, it has good stability and practicality, which can be applied under different marine environments.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose an algorithm called VA for efficient UASNs localization under complex marine condition. An easily deployed auxiliary node is included in this algorithm to simplify the localization process and reduce the communication error between nodes in UASNs. VOLUME 7, 2019 The algorithm takes the GPS-equipped ship as a mobile beacon node and auxiliary node to realize the effects of low error localization without complex deployment procedures and time synchronization. It makes VA practical in real UASNs. Our performance results demonstrate that VA can achieve some properties including high localization coverage and small localization error as well as low communication overhead in UASNs. In the future, we will apply VA to solve other localization problems facing measurement error problems, such as LORA, NB-IoT and so on.
